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ABSTRACT
Automated driving systems (ADS) have the potential for improving safety but also pose the risk of extending the transportation system beyond its edge conditions, beyond the operating conditions (operational design domain (ODD)) under which a given ADS or feature thereof is specifically designed to function. The ODD itself is a function of the known bounds and the unknown bounds of operation. The known bounds are those defined by vehicle designers; the unknown bounds arise based on a person operating the system outside the assumptions on which the vehicle was built. The process of identifying and mitigating risk of possible failures at the edge conditions is a cornerstone of systems safety engineering (SSE); however, SSE practitioners may not always account for the assumptions on which their risk mitigation resolutions are based. This is a particularly critical issue with the algorithms developed for highly automated vehicles (HAVs). The injury prevention community, engineers and designers must recognize that automation has introduced a fundamental shift in transportation safety and requires a new paradigm for transportation epidemiology and safety science that incorporates what edge conditions exist and how they may incite failure. Towards providing a foundational organizing framework for the injury prevention community to engage with HAV development, we propose a blending of two classic safety models: the Swiss Cheese Model which is focused on safety layers and redundancy, and the Haddon Matrix, which identifies actors and their responsibilities before, during and after an event.

INTRODUCTION
Motivation and objective
From self-driving or highly automated vehicles (HAVs) to robotic arms for surgery, automation technology is trickling into the market and poised to transform safety-critical industries.1–3 Policymakers, practitioners and the public are eager to realize the benefits promised by the field of automation. Consider HAVs: transportation professionals support HAVs for their potential to improve traffic safety by fundamentally changing the roles of drivers and vehicles.4–6 To many, HAVs are a panacea for congestion, convenience and safety.7–9 Given the multiple crises within our transportation system—in 2017 alone, vehicle crashes killed over 37,000 individuals; transportation accounted for one-fourth of greenhouse gas emissions produced nationwide; and US commuters wasted 97 hours in congestion9–11—it is no surprise that a new mobility option that addresses many of the fundamental drawbacks of mobility has considerable momentum.

The momentum and excitement surrounding HAVs can be seen in how decision-makers from the federal level to the local level are preparing for their arrival. The US Department of Transportation (USDOT) Secretary Chao cited HAVs as ‘one of the most important innovations in transportation history’.2 To usher in this transformative innovation, the USDOT established 10 federally designated HAV testing sites to serve as proving grounds for HAV technology, and, as of 2019, representatives from 23 states and DC have introduced or passed HAV adoption-related legislation.12

The zest with which HAVs are being developed and heralded by decision-makers is so acute that they may not be fully appreciating the limits and risks of technology; or worse, they may be inspiring HAV designers and the systems engineers responsible for testing and verifying the technology to work too quickly. The relationship between risk and innovation is direct—reducing risk can slow innovation; yet pushing technology too far, too quick can lead to designs that lack the necessary consideration of safety. How can we balance risk, robustness and innovation when working in safety-critical areas? With adoption of HAVs on the horizon, it is imperative to understand the edge conditions: situations that go beyond the reliable and accurate capability and limits of HAV technology. These situations can arise because the humans act in a way we do not expect, or because the technology (HAV and related components) functions (or malfunctions) in unexpected ways.

To create policy and programme that optimise the benefits (while reducing the risks) of HAVs, safety practitioners and researchers must understand what edge conditions exist and how they may incite failure. HAVs have an operational design domain (ODD) which specifies under which conditions an autonomous driving mode can be performed safely; any possible vehicle operation outside of an ODD defines an ‘edge condition’. But the ODD itself is a function of the known and the unknown bounds of operation. The known bounds are those well defined by the engineers designing the vehicle and the policymakers defining operational policies; this includes, for example, the geofence or the weather conditions under which the vehicle can operate. The unknown bounds are those that arise based on the assumptions on which the system is designed.
For example, consider anti-lock brakes (ABS) in conventional automobiles. These brakes are intended to improve safety by preventing the lockup of the vehicle wheel when a driver engages the brakes intensely. However, ABS increased the incidence of single-vehicle, run off the road crashes; automobiles equipped with ABS were found to be 24% more likely to be involved in crashes fatal to their own occupants than non-ABS versions of the same models. The reason for this is that drivers not trained specifically to use ABS found their braking profiles to be erratic when operating vehicles equipped with ABS (known bounds); moreover, drivers familiar with ABS chose to operate their vehicles in more dangerous conditions due to the presence of ABS (unknown bounds).

In the following two sections, we explore the critical issues, gaps in the literature, and how two classic frameworks in the injury prevention community that identify possible safety failures and thus aid in evaluating possible countermeasures—the Haddon Matrix and the Swiss Cheese Model (SCM)—must evolve to incorporate edge conditions towards informing rapidly developing HAV technology standards with safety in mind. The Haddon Matrix blended with the SCM such that there is a redundancy across actors will assist the public health community in encouraging technology developers, transportation engineers and planners, and decision-makers to study the role and efficacy of safety improvements to fundamentally change how technology is understood.

Background on automated vehicle definitions

To understand edge conditions and the ways in which they might incite failure, let us first understand automation, and the realms in which automation exists. The Society of Automotive Engineers International (SAE International) distinguishes automation standards based on vehicle functionality, and, as of 2018, explicitly the role of the driver. A brief summary of the roles follows; more information can be found in SAE’s 2018 revision of Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice.

Conventional, manned vehicles on the road are considered SAE Level 1 or 2, indicating that many or all features are handled by a human driver. While SAE Level 2 category vehicles might assist with certain functions, such as correctional steering or providing warnings, the driver maintains full control. At SAE Level 3, the role of the driver transforms from active and full control to passive engagement; the autonomous driving modes scan the environment for threats with the expectation that a human driver can intervene. Vehicles classified as SAE Level 3 (and beyond) utilise systems such as light detection and ranging, front and rear-facing cameras, and road-monitoring algorithms to evaluate the road conditions and provide appropriate alerts and performance.

Both SAE Levels 4 and 5 are highly automated, differentiated only by the context within which they can operate. Level 5 is fully automated driving, sustained and without conditions or constraining factors—able to ‘operate on-road anywhere that a typically skilled human driver can reasonably operate a conventional vehicle’. In contrast, Level 4 vehicles are more restricted versions of Level 5 HAVs, such that they may be fully autonomous over specific geographical areas (specified by a geo-fenced area), roadway types or at certain speeds. At SAE Levels 4 and 5, once the vehicle is in motion the role of the driver is relegated entirely as the vehicle is expected to appropriately execute all driving tasks. However, the driver plays a role prior to the engagement of autonomous mode. These roles include installing updates to the vehicle software (Levels 4 and 5) and engaging autonomous mode when conditions permit (Level 4). Drivers are expected to engage autonomous mode when the vehicle is inside the ODD. While the interaction between the human driver and the vehicle will be significantly reduced with Level 4 and 5, it will not go to zero, meaning that human unpredictability and misbehaviour can influence the safe operation of HAVs.

Critical Issues

The public, media and academic discourse surrounding automated technology often centres on potential benefits and impacts. Such discussions neglect critical issues: What will the technology do when assumptions fail? What are the boundary conditions? Momentum for innovation and human interference has the potential to push automated vehicles beyond their ODD limits.

Momentum for Innovation

HAV designers and test engineers, through a systems safety engineering (SSE) process for a new safety-critical device, would identify the ODD for the HAV and then test the device within and outside of that defined ODD. Yet, it is possible that momentum and excitement for innovation can contribute to either a tighter ODD than necessary (known bounds) or that the ODD excludes plausible scenarios and use cases that the engineering team did not consider (unknown bounds). While the process of identifying and mitigating risk of possible failures at the edge conditions is a cornerstone of SSE, SSE practitioners may not always account for the assumptions on which their risk mitigation resolutions are based. The role of product designer and systems engineer is not safety critical but instead one of innovation and detailed design. It is therefore quite possible that the goals of the public health community and the focus of HAV designers and engineers are misaligned, resulting in the emergence of safety-critical systems with latent safety issues.

Consider, for example, the introduction of airbags. Airbags were designed with the assumption that passengers would sit in a normal, upright manner and, more importantly, all passengers would be the size of an adult male. Once deployed in vehicles, children and shorter women died sitting in the front seat; the airbag was not designed for them. Despite these deaths, airbags kept being installed in vehicles each day because the momentum of new technology deployment is incredibly hard to interrupt once it starts; this is a failure of unknown bounds. This scenario continued until groundbreaking research identified the relationship between airbags and child fatalities, and furthermore, achieved cross-sector collaboration to produce engineering, policy and education initiatives to eliminate the issue.

With HAVs on the horizon, it is critical to better understand the limits of technology—to understand where edge conditions exist and how they may incite failure—before widespread HAV development and deployment. The safety of HAVs hinges on this understanding and on engineers’ ability to identify possible use cases and fully examine the assumptions they make when defining these use cases. With automation, there is concern that the assumptions that are underlying the algorithms might lead to possible failures. As with airbags, designing HAV sensors to detect and respond to a standard human typology has been shown to cause significant safety failures. Consider that darker-skinned individuals are over 5% more likely to be struck by an automated vehicle than lighter-skin counterparts; an issue related to the recent admission of the Transportation Security Administration that their body scanners cannot clearly scan many black women’s
hair, leading to black women being disproportionately held for additional screening.23

The human operator may react differently than expected and dictated by HAV guidance

Human behaviour related to interaction with the HAV

Despite being limited, the safe interaction between the human and the automation software relies on HAV designers and engineers sufficiently incorporating the unpredictability of humans into their assumptions of how humans will interact with the vehicle. What happens if a passenger is constantly reprogramming the destination of a vehicle to the extent that they essentially control the route of the vehicle? Does this defeat the efficiencies of self-driving cars and cause a safety concern? Assuming people will properly use their autonomous vehicles is not supported by other technology industries; these industries have proven that planning for misuse is essential. It is not enough for automation technology to work in a law-abiding world, it must also have mechanisms to protect against misuse. Consider the serious issue of drivers operating vehicles while using their cell phones for text messages; both systems were developed separately yet today we struggle with the safety implications of their regular combined use.24 25

Human behaviour related to interaction with the information communication system

In order for HAVs to operate, the information communications network has to be fully functional, fast and protected against malware and disruption. The complex interface among machine components is realised in emerging vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I; together, these are referred to as vehicle-to-everything or V2X) technology.26 27 With V2X, vehicles can communicate directly with each other to share information about road conditions ahead. With V2I, vehicles communicate with roadway sensors, traffic lights and other infrastructure. The physical Information and Communications Technology (ITC) Network over which V2X messages will travel becomes a new, and critical, component of the physical environment, and also a target for interference. Like many other technological systems, humans may maliciously try to invade the ITC Security System, bringing the HAV system to a halt or interfering with safety-critical processes. Humans may also try to subvert the ITC Security System for non-malicious reasons; previous experience with the deployment of advanced IT suggests travellers may interfere with the sending of messages due to privacy concerns.28 Similar to the recognition that the cyber security of national power grids is a critical issue, the security of HAV ITC systems also presents a threat to the safety and operation of HAVs.29

GAPS IN THE LITERATURE

While the transportation engineering and planning community have taken on the topic of HAVs from a number of dimensions, we focus on safety here. The technical aspects of safety are well explored in the more technical literature; algorithms and sensors have been the focus of extensive research among scholars and automobile companies.10–32 In addition, scholars have considered how HAVs will operate safely on test tracks and in the real world.33 Moreover, in the behavioural economics world, experts have surveyed potential HAV adopters to confirm that the transparency of the technical system and the ability of the HAV to manage situations build consumer trust.34 Recognising that ensuring the safety of HAVs is an interdisciplinary problem, a multidisciplinary approach has been recommended by some scholars.35

However, despite the focus in the research community, the community of planning in practice is unsure of how to plan for autonomous vehicles. In the urban planning literature, an interview of 15 metropolitan planning organisations representing the largest metropolitan areas of the USA found that none had included HAVs in their long range plan.36 This stands in stark contrast to the zest with which states have passed laws allowing for the operation of HAVs. This means that HAVs will be permitted but not appropriately planned for; the policy is there but the infrastructure, traffic control strategies and issues at the municipal level that directly impact day-to-day safety are not.

Similarly, there exists a critical need to develop new data sources and surveillance towards achieving early detection of—and appropriate reaction to—dangerous conditions. The current frameworks for compiling crash data and developing safety strategies and interventions, as maintained by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), must be updated to account for HAV technology and possible failures. Consider the NHTSA Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS), a national census of all documented vehicle crashes that resulted in a fatality, and the National Automobile Sampling System General Estimates System (GES) which establishes a representative sample of fatal crashes towards shaping safety-critical policies, legislation and interventions.37 38 For each fatal crash documented within the NHTSA systems, FARS collects over 140 factors related to the crash event. These factors are comprised of vehicle factors, such as vehicle model, mileage and year; involved person(s) data, such as the age or other demographic information of crash victims, or injury severity for all involved motorists and non-motorists; and surrounding environment data, such as the roadway features, weather or lighting conditions at the time of the crash. These data are selected to account for crashes involving conventional vehicles. The data, statistics and sampling processes will need to be re-evaluated to account for contributory factors unique to HAVs. FARS analyses must expand the collected data elements to account for all ODD components and technology updates; likewise, the GES will need to account for these elements within its probability sampling. Accommodating new technology within these datasets and methodologies will be particularly challenging as HAV technology is (1) proprietary and (2) reliant on frequent updates which can change or blur the ODD. However, without this information, the NHTSA and the research built on FARS and GES might not be able to accurately examine and provide insight into HAV automation failures.

The injury prevention community has long taken on transportation safety and is beginning to discuss the urgency and value in studying vehicle automation.39 A proposal to adapt the Haddon Matrix, a widely accepted tool and paradigm among safety experts used to assess factors involved in crashes, for Level 3 HAVs can be found in Ryerson et al.39 Within transportation-focused fields of injury prevention, the Haddon Matrix explores the distinct roles of drivers, technologies or vehicles, and environmental factors, and identifies the impacts and interactions of these roles on crash events. In a Haddon Matrix representation of a typical automobile crash, various actors involved in vehicle safety (encompassing the driver, the vehicle and the social/physical environments) inhabit specific and well-defined roles scaled along the discrete phases of the collision timeline. The authors39 reframe the matrix for Level 3 HAVs by delineating Conventional and Autonomous components of driver, vehicle, and physical and social environment factors.
Though Ryerson et al.\(^3\) move towards a new paradigm for safety, it does not encompass issues unique to Level 4 and Level 5 HAVs. The authors focus on a Haddon Matrix for Level 3 vehicles, which are vehicles where the driver must be present and ready to engage at any time. However, Levels 4 and 5 are quite different given that the driver, the vehicle, and the environment are all directly participating in moving the vehicle in autonomous mode. As the Haddon Matrix defines—and delineates the roles of—the components, a Haddon Matrix for Levels 4 and 5 HAVs must allow for the consideration of how redundancy across the components can address safety concerns. In this way, contrasted with the Haddon Matrix for Level 3 vehicles, the Haddon Matrix for HAVs in Levels 4 and 5 must move towards a continuum instead of a matrix. A continuum, or shared responsibility for functions across multiple actors, allows for redundancy towards ensuring safety. Redundancy is the cornerstone of the SCM, originally pioneered by Reason.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\) In the SCM, multiple layers of redundancy protect against the ‘holes’ of any given component or ‘layer’. The application of this model to vehicle automation demands further research towards resolving the open-ended questions of: How will layers be defined, and what are the hidden-use cases and hidden assumptions input to the design of automation technology?

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

We suggest the creation of a framework that HAV designers and engineers and the public health and injury prevention community can use to assess the relationship between safety, automation and human behaviour. We propose a Haddon Matrix for Level 4 and Level 5 HAVs, depicted in figure 1. Contrasted with traditional Haddon Matrices and the Haddon Matrix developed for Level 3 HAVs,\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\) our proposed Haddon Matrix for Levels 4 and 5 incorporates the concept of layers from the SCM by introducing new layers, or components, and addressing the interdependency across layers.\(^7\) Haddon’s original matrix included four actors involved in injury prevention for conventional vehicle transportation: the Driver, the Vehicle, the Physical Environment and the Social Environment. We propose the following: (1) reframing ‘Driver’ to ‘Human’; (2) dividing both the Vehicle and the Physical Environment actors into two separate layers: Software and the Hardware for Vehicle; and Information Communications Network and Transportation Infrastructure for the Physical Environment. We identify these six layers explicitly such that we can explore their specific countermeasures while accounting for the interdependency across layers.

There are countermeasures in each cell of the matrix, or actions the actor can take to improve or degrade safety before, during or after an event. In SCM language, these countermeasures could be more broadly thought of as a ‘hole’ or a weakness in the layer that can lead to a safety issue. If one of these countermeasures is not enacted, that layer is leaving a human vulnerable to injury due to a possible crash; however, enacting a countermeasure in another layer (plugging a hole) could help reduce either the possibility of a crash or the severity of that crash.

This blended SCM/Haddon Matrix allows the public health community to diagram scenarios to generate use cases which should become the foundation of HAV design and testing. Consider analysts diagramming the crash of a Level 4 HAV. They would consider (1) the human’s role as presented in the matrix; (2) the role of the vehicle software and hardware, both independently and in concert; (3) the quality and security of the physical environment; (4) the influence of the social environment and (5) the relationship between components such as the vehicle hardware and ICT networks. In diagramming these components that could lead to a crash, could contribute to the severity of the crash during an event and could mitigate the effects of a crash, analysts will have identified the test case scenarios that need to be investigated to ensure HAV safety.

It is clear that a large, interdisciplinary community has a role in ensuring that crashes due to HAVs exceeding their ODDs are elevated in the discussion, planning, and engineering of HAVs. We encourage the injury prevention community to consider the countermeasures, or holes, as the beginnings of use cases and systems engineering requirements for HAVs. This Haddon Matrix provides a critical foundation on which the assumptions for human behaviour and technology function should be built to ensure safety is fully considered in the design and engineering process.

Those in the public health community must work alongside the engineering and design community to ensure safety in designs before deployment. In addition, researchers across fields should focus efforts on developing new data sources and how to grapple with the concept of technology that evolves over time, both in use and in technical capability.

The proposal to establish a new safety framework is critical to pre-empt safety issues arising from increased adoption of automated technology, including Levels 4 and 5 HAVs. A new framework aims to resolve the disconnect between innovation and risk and to allow for complete innovation while maintaining fidelity to safety considerations and needs. In doing so, we can prepare for HAVs without relying on the aftermath of failures—as with the introduction of airbags and deaths that followed—before we understand failures and how to prevent them.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

Failure may happen in an expected way; it may occur if assumed technology capabilities exceed their true boundaries, or, it may fail in an entirely novel or unforeseen way. The paradigm proposed herein encourages the injury prevention community to approach failure through new lenses: the adaptation of the Haddon Matrix to incorporate concepts from the SCM facilitates new understandings of man–machine–environment interactions and safety implications. On a small scale, a revised model will equip engineers with the knowledge to strengthen each layer of redundancy within the technology. More broadly, safety-critical sectors will benefit from an innovative paradigm.
for understanding and addressing technology and safety. Practitioners and policymakers must build on this framework and use it to explore the critical issues discussed above. To do so, partnerships between automobile manufacturers and those in the public health community must emerge to ensure that the edge conditions are fully explored and considered; these cross-sector collaborations will aid in the production of engineering, policy and education initiatives to eliminate safety issues due to known and unknown bounds.
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